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Executive Summary 

On Friday we gave an intra-day alert of the possibility the market had topped. Certainly the remainder of the day 

was on the down side and given Friday’s close we expect continued downside. However, there is –as usual- ambiguity 

in the charts and we may be entering a minor b wave, followed by 1 higher high to complete minor c of intermediate 

c of major b. So why then the alert? Because several indications on the daily charts suggest upside is limited; and we 

hate nothing more than to see (long) profits evaporate in big gap down morning. And many bulls were certainly 

trapped on Friday; those who bought the SPX1947 breakout on Thursday and pre-market ramp up on Friday… That’s 

NOT how a 3rd of 3rd wave behaves, in case you may have seen those counts floating around on the web. IF this was 

a 1, 2, 3 set up, then we’d be at SPX 1980 now on another big green day. Well, we are not… In addition, the OEW-

defined rallies become less and less strong: 66, 56, 45 and 48 points. The recent rally from SPX1925 to SPX1963 was 

only 38 points. Plus the daily RSI is beginning to build a negative divergence. In addition, with price having reached 

our target zone (SPX 1925-2000) and our more specific target price levels (SPX1965-1975); it is indeed time to 

become cautious in our opinion.  

Price stalled at many significant resistance levels and trend lines on many indices, and reversed intraday. Since 1 day 

doesn’t make or break a market, we now need to see follow through. Market breadth, however is still firmly positive, 

and most TIs want to see higher prices.  

As such, if minor b of intermediate c us underway we expect a bottom at around SPX1935 before one last –even 

weaker- rally to possible SPX1970s. 

If the market breaks below SPX1918 that’s a first sign major b has bottomed, a break below SPX1891 will all but 

confirm. 

 

This is a bear market. Trade accordingly: be cautious with buying dips, but sell the 

rips. 
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Elliot wave update: short term 

On Thursday we had an ideal target for the wave up from the SPX1891 low at SPX 1955ish, to be followed by a ~15p 

pullback. Price hit SPX1963, 8p above our target and then dropped –so far- 17p. So, not a shabby prediction, huh 

!? Question now is if that was all of major b or only minor a of intermediate c of major b? Given the overlapping 

nature of the price action of Friday’s price low, we do expect lower prices. As such the possible minor b target zone 

is given below: SPX1935-1918. Since SPX1950 was “the floor” on Friday (holding twice); a break down below targets 

–based on symmetry- 1933ish: 1963->1950->1933 (blue line and arrows); well within our minor b target zone. Since 

price closed below SPX1950 on Friday we do expect these price targets to be reached. 

Figure 1. SPX 5min chart: major b topped? Or was it minor a of intermediate c of major b?  

 

In purple we show 5 waves up off the SPX1890 low, per EW, but only 3 waves up (labeled a,b,c) per OEW. Hence, 

neither can conclusively tell us if minor a of intermediate c of major b is in, or all of major b. Both satisfy both 

possibilities. So looking at other charts may help us provide a further guide. 

Note, a breakdown below SPX1891, with an early indication with a breakdown below 1918 (the 62% retrace), tells 

us major b has topped.  
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Market update. 

Price was stopped on Friday right at resistance: crossing of two trendlines, 50% retrace of the 2116-1810 move, and 

upper daily Ichimoku cloud level, and reversed, putting in negative divergence on the daily RSI5, and an “ugly” 

reversal candle. However, we would need to see follow through to the downside on Monday to confirm both these 

negatives. These are certainly first warning signs for the bulls. In addition, price has now reached our ideal target 

zone (purple box) and the even more narrowed down SPX 1965-1975 range (off by 2 points). Hence, why we gave 

out the intraday alert on Friday. Yes, price can continue to go up, because all other TIs are still pointing up, but it is 

prudent to be very alert up here for those who are long. Continued next page. 

Figure 2. SPX daily TI chart. Negative divergence on daily RSI5, but other TIs still pointing up. Price at resistance 
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To remain neutral and not too bearish, we need to be cognizant of the similarities between now and the October 

2015 rally (purple circles in Figure 2 show). Namely, back then there was also negative divergence on the daily RIS5, 

but all other TIs were pointing still up, like now, with no sell-signals anywhere. In addition, price is still above the 50d 

SMA, and may simple have back tested it. However, price was then above “the cloud” and above the black trend 

line, now it is below. Hence, the minor a, b count supports this “bullish” TI POV, whereas the aforementioned facts 

support further downside. As such caution is advisable, and why we gave an intra-day alert yesterday: we hate to 

see anybody’s (long) gains evaporate. 

The daily DOW TI chart below shows less strength than the on the SPX. Also here negative divergence on the RSI5, 

and a flat MACD histogram.  Price hit our ideal target zone (purple circle) as well as the level shown last week 

“somehow this looks like a price magnet” (~17,800). Price is still above the 20d and 50d SMAs and the daily SAR is 

still in an uptrend, but price was unable to get above the ascending trend line which connects with the August 2015 

price low, and the 50% retrace. Support is now at the 50d SMA, followed by the 38.2% retrace and lower blue, 

dotted, descending trendline. Let’s see how price reacts at those levels first (in case of a minor b). 

Figure 3. DOW daily chart. Price advance not that strong per the Bollinger Bands, TIs weaker than SPX. 
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Continued research among many indices will provide the required weight of the evidence to determine what the 

next likely move is: it’s all about probabilities and TA can help determine the most likely. In Thursday’s update we 

wrote “For the NAZ we see resistance at the daily pivot and 50d SMA (around $4650).” NAZ hit it (30p short) and 

reversed. Bingo  once again. Price is on the NAZ still below the 50d SMA, and also here we see negative divergence 

on the RSI5. But, remember, divergence is only divergence till it isn’t, so let’s not hang our hats on it yet; especially 

-and as found in the SPX and DOW charts- all other TIs are still pointing up, with no sell-signals anywhere yet. 

Hence, the next few days will tell us if minor a of intermediate c is in, or all of major b. However, it appears the 

final stages of major b are underway and as such caution should be adviced. 

Figure 4. COMPQ daily chart. Price advance not that strong per the Bollinger Bands, TIs weaker than SPX. 
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On the weekly SPX chart, price progresses along the path we set forth 3 weeks ago. Note the less than bullish weekly 

candle for this week. Nothing close to those seen in October 2015 and October 2014. The lower weekly Ichimkoku 

cloud at SPX1972 remains resistance. We are cognizant of the fact that many TIs are now pointing up, and price is 

back above the the 150w SMA, wanting to see further upside. However, we “don’t like” (for lack of better wording) 

the double bottom at SPX1810, as those are often retraced fully. In addition, the MACD confirmed the 2nd low, and 

shows no positive divergence, which would add weight to the evidence. As such the projected path remains our 

preferred path until proven otherwise. 

Figure 5. SPX weekly TI chart. Nothing has changed to reconsider the weeks old “Path forward.” 
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Market breadth 

SPXMO (McClellan Oscillator of the S&P500) ended the week, like last week, firmly positive; meaning more stocks 

continue to advance vs decline. This is (short term) bullish. However, negative divergence is starting to set in, 

suggesting less stocks are participating in the uptrend than a few days before. The Summation Index (SI) of SPXMO 

(SPXSI) thus also continues to advance, and its RSI5 is now in overbought conditions; another “caution” signal in our 

opinion. But, bears don’t stand a change until market breadth is negative and as such the advance suggesting the 

advance in price should continue longer; arguing in favor of a minor a, b of intermediate c. Continued next page. 

Figure 6. SPXMO ended this week positive, but has negative divergence. The SI is thus increasing, but over bought 
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Interestingly, the NYMO on freestockcharts.com also shows negative divergence over the past few days, but the 

NYMO on stockcharts.com doesn’t and also NAMO increased on Friday. Little difficult what to make of this, but 

given that the RUT (Russell 2000 small caps) was up for the day, it may mean “the generals” were not leading “the 

troups”. For now, all that matters is that breadth is firmly positive. 

Not shown here, but these high readings often mean at least a retrace is necessary to work off some of the 

overbought conditions, also in line with a possible minor b.  Continued  next page 

Figure 7. NYMO and NAMO also still firmly positive. 
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Yesterday was the last possible day for a Thrust event, and it didn’t happen as Zweig Breadth closed at 59.75%; 

below the 61.5% cut off. As you can see, there have been 9 setups over the past 2+ years, and only 1 let to a thrust 

event. So yes, it doesn’t happen more often than it does. The last was on October 7, and price continued to increase 

for another month, but look where we are now… Hence, although a thrust event would be a strong indication of a 

continued uptrend, it’s no guarantee… Well, there is no Thrust event now either. Does it then mean we collapse 

from here? No, not necessarily. As shown on the previous 2 pages, breadth is still strong and suggests continued 

upside.  

Figure 7. No Zweig Breadth Thrust event.  
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Miscellaneous  

Our long term simple moving averages chart (LT-SMA), which takes away the daily noise of price, remains equally 

bearish as last week and the week before that: >95% bearish, especially and also since price is well below all SMAs. 

Only 3 SMAs have flattened out, but that already happened 3 weeks ago. Those are the fastest moving SMA of the 

LT SMAs, and as such respond a bit faster; likely to what happened 3-4 months ago: the October-November 2015 

rally. The short term SMAs chart on the other hand, continues to improve as the SPX keeps going up. However, and 

clearly, also the ST chart is not very bullish as most SMAs are still below the bench mark (dotted) SMA, albeit now 

half of them pointing up and half of them down, and price is somewhere in the middle and not above the bench 

mark SMA.. 

Figure 7. LT-SMA chart remains very bearish and did not improve this week.                       ST-SMA chart improving  

 

This is how a bullish LT SMA chart looks like, and this is how a bullish ST SMAs chart looks like: everything points up 

 

For easy comparison we added below how a bullish chart for each would look like: price above all SMAs, all SMAs 

pointing up including the benchmark SMA, and all SMAs are above this benchmark SMA. Clearly the current charts 

are still bearish. It doesn’t get any simpler than this. Of course, the charts can change at any moment going forward, 

as charts don’t predict the future. But what they tell us now, and we need to listen to that is that long term things 

are still bearish, short term we’re looking up. That’s all there is to it. 

  

The “Ebola scare” correction 

in 2014 didn’t even register 

on the LT chart! 

No real improvement 
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For over two weeks we’ve successfully forecasted “VIX should move lower”. And indeed, VIX kept dropping like a 

stone. Support was forecasted at “the low $20s, 2nd lowest green trend line, but VIX may want to even seek out the 

lower trend line now at $16.” Well, VIX on Friday held that 2nd trendline. Now we need to see if it can hold, if not $16 

is indeed next. Given that the S&P500 is still well-below its ATH, and several other indices (such as the NYA) are much 

further along on the down side, the low VIX suggest complacency. In other terms, the VIX is moving towards levels 

at which normally new ATHs are formed, not when markets are down YTD  

Figure 8. VIX daily chart: moved lower as predicted, trying to reclaim the 2nd lower trend line for support 

 

Shown above is the $CPCE chart (options only put/call ratio; which at extreme readings is a contrarian indicator), 

and this week it ended at 0.64. Nothing extreme yet, that’s at 0.6-0.55, but a rather low reading, meaning most 

traders are betting on continued upside. Hence, from this perspective it appears further downside may be needed 

first to “punish” these calls. 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 

This is not trading advice, but for informational purposes only.  


